With the wide expansion of multiprocessor architectures, the analysis and reasoning for programs under weak memory models has become an important concern. This work presents MMFilter, an original constraint solver for generating program behaviors respecting a particular memory model. It is implemented in Prolog using CHR (Constraint Handling Rules). The CHR formalism provides a convenient generic solution for specifying memory models. It benefits from the existing optimized implementations of CHR and can be easily extended to new models. We present MMFilter design, illustrate the encoding of memory model constraints in CHR and discuss the benefits and limitations of the proposed technique.
Introduction
Concurrent programs are hard to design and implement, especially when running on multiprocessor architectures. For efficiency reasons, multiprocessors implement weak memory models [1] that allow, for example, instruction reordering or store buffering. Thus multiprocessors exhibit more behaviors than Lamport's Sequential Consistency (SC) [18] , a theoretical model where an execution of a parallel program corresponds to an interleaving of executions of different threads.
A memory model describes how a program can interact with memory during its execution. Technical manuals of processors are often vague, and sometimes p 0 : Thread 0 (i 00 ) x = 1; (i 01 ) r 0 = y;
Thread 1 (i 10 ) y = 1; (i 11 ) r 1 = x; p 1 : Thread 0 (i 00 ) x = 1; (i 01 ) fence; (i 02 ) r 0 = y;
Thread 1 (i 10 ) y = 1; (i 11 ) fence; (i 12 ) r 1 = x;
1 : -include ( sc ). % : -include ( tso ).% for SC or TSO erroneous. Formal descriptions are necessary, and should be as abstract as possible to ease reasoning about them.
In the context of the sequential consistency, if we consider, for example, that two memory locations x and y initially contain 0 and that r 0 and r 1 are processor registers, the program p 0 in Figure 1a can only give one of the three possible final results:
• r 0 = 0 and r 1 = 1, or • r 0 = 1 and r 1 = 1, or • r 0 = 1 and r 1 = 0.
For instance, the last result is obtained by the interleaving (i 10 )(i 11 )(i 00 )(i 01 ).
However, for the sake of performance, no current multiprocessor provides a sequentially consistent memory model. Models are relaxed or weak with respect to SC. On most processors, the previous example can also provide the result r 0 = 0 and r 1 = 0, which is not justifiable by an interleaving. To avoid this behavior, one can use memory barriers or fences that forbid reorderings as illustrated by the program p 1 of Figure 1a .
We propose a constraint solving based technique that allows to determine all admissible (i.e. allowed) executions of a program under a memory model. This technique relies on Prolog and CHR (Constraint Handling Rules) [15] . A CHR program is a list of rules that act on a store of constraints by adding or removing constraints in this store. A rule is activated if a combination of constraints in the store matches the head of the rule (and if an optional Prolog predicate, called the guard, is satisfied). In our case, constraints express relations between instructions that basically describe their order of execution. Given a set of relations characterizing the instruction ordering in a program execution, such rules are used to propagate information and to deduce new, yet unknown ordering relations for instructions of the execution.
The contributions of this paper include a novel CHR-based technique for generation of admissible behaviors under memory models and a constraint solver prototype MMFilter 1 implementing this technique for the SC, Total Store Order (TSO) and Partial Store Order (PSO) models. We discuss the benefits and limitations of this approach, and show how the use of CHR allows us to define our model in a concise and intuitive way, taking advantage of a well-established specification and solving mechanism.
Outline. Section 2 presents some previous work on weak memory models. Section 3 illustrates the usage of MMFilter. Section 4 gives a brief introduction to CHR, defines the considered language and basic relations between memory events used in MMFilter. Section 5 presents the generic model used to define the notion of candidate executions. Section 6 describes how to define allowed executions and illustrates this definition for some simple memory models. Section 7 discusses the termination of the analysis, while Section 8 presents an experimental evaluation of its performance and correctness. Finally, Section 9 concludes and gives some future work.
Related Work
Recent years have seen many efforts on the formalization of weak memory models, both on the hardware and software sides.
The formalization of weak memory models can be specific to an architecture, for example TSO [27] , Power [25] , or ARM [4] , but also to a programming language, for example C++ [8] or Java [19] .
Such a formalization is mandatory when we want to ensure that a program logic, or a proof method is correct with respect to a target model. They are also necessary when considering the correctness of compilers that target multi-core architectures supporting weak memory models. Finally, having formal semantics allows to avoid the ambiguities found in the reference manuals of processors or languages. For example, a formalization of such manuals and experiments comparing the behaviors allowed by the formalization and the behaviors observed on actual hardware revealed mismatches for the Power architecture [25] . On the languages side, the behavior of relaxed memory operations in C11 allows situations where values can appear out-of-thin-air [30] .
There exist different formalization approaches [6] : operational models and axiomatic models. Operational approaches model the behaviors of programs by building an abstraction of actual hardware, including (idealized) queues and store buffers.
Axiomatic approaches can be divided into two categories: the first category aims at generating executions under a weak memory model expressed as orders between events in these executions (Section 2.1). These approaches often rely on constraint programming to generate valid executions under a memory model. The second category are axiomatic semantics of programming languages, related to Hoare logic and the related separation logic (Section 2.2). MMFilter belongs to the first category: it generates executions defined by an axiomatic definition of a memory model.
One important aspect of reasoning about weak memory models is to check or enforce conditions such that all the executions of a program under a weak memory model will actually be executions that could occur under a sequentially consistent memory model (Section 2.3).
Axiomatic Approaches to Execution Generation
Among the tools used to analyze programs under weak memory models, some tools are dedicated to the generation of executions that are allowed or not for a program with respect to a targeted model. PPCMem [25] and CPPMem [7] are dedicated to the generation of allowed executions for programs under Power and C++11 models, respectively. From a given program, they can generate all executions allowed by the targeted memory model. For both tools, the implementation relies on the Lem language [20] from which HOL code and an executable OCaml code are generated.
The Herd solver [6, 3] is designed as a generic analyzer. It relies again on an axiomatic formalization. It defines and implements a very weak memory model that allows a lot of relaxations. The concrete memory models are then provided by the user through a description language that defines: (i) a combination of basic relations of the generic model that are respected by the targeted model, and (ii) the properties these relations must respect. We will further elaborate on this approach later since this is also the one implemented in MMFilter.
Constraint-based concurrent memory machines (CCMM) [23] provide a formalism for definition of weak memory models as constraints on the order of memory events and the values of variables during a program execution. According to the author it can be adapted to any model. In [23] , the considered model is the Java memory model, implemented by Schrijvers [26] using Prolog and CHR. We also use Prolog and CHR. As there are already numerous optimized implementations of the resolution mechanism for these languages, this design choice allows us to avoid writing a complete resolution process (that is necessary for Herd). However, we use the Herd formalization in order to take advantage of existing models formalized in Herd that appear to be quite easy to translate into our formalism. To the best of our knowledge, the Java Memory Model is currently the only model formalized with CCMM.
Program Logics
An attractive way to analyze programs under a weak memory model is to design a specific program logic, in the Hoare logic tradition. This is for example the case of relaxed separation logic [29] . It extends concurrent separation logic in order to support the C++11 memory model, with several types of memory accesses (sequentially consistent, release, acquire, relaxed) and associated rules for ownership transfer according to these accesses.
The logic GPS [28] (ghosts, protocols and separation) generalizes relaxed separation logic by adding the notions of rely-guarantee through the idea of protocols. Each atomic memory location being linked to an invariant giving a semantic to loads and stores to this location. This logic is further generalized by [16] .
These efforts rely on an axiomatic definition of the C++11 memory model that can be seen as a set of constraints on program executions. It becomes then possible to translate them into the input language of a solver like Herd or MMFilter in order to apply it to different programs and to validate their behavior.
Weak Memory Models and Sequential Consistency
A common way to analyze concurrent programs taking into account weak memory models is to ensure that the program has sequentially consistent behaviors and then to reason under the sequentially consistent memory model.
Indeed, a desirable fundamental property for a weak memory model is that if no sequentially consistent execution exhibits a data-race, then every execution can be considered as sequentially consistent. This property is stated in [24] and is verified for most common memory models [9] . Data-race freedom can be verified by static analysis [11, 22] . However, this is a hard problem that generally requires to perform a whole-program analysis.
Another approach is to modify the program in order to ensure that the program has sequentially consistent behavior by adding fences into the code to force memory operation ordering. In [21] , Owens shows that for programs under TSO memory model, adding a barrier before each memory load forbids a particular race condition called triangular-race, and that it is enough to forbid any data-race under this model. Recent approaches [5] automatically place fences for any memory model and use a cost model in order to add barriers with a minimal cost.
MMFilter on a Use-case
The purpose of MMFilter is to provide, for a given program, all behaviors (i.e. executions) that are allowed by a given memory model. The idea is to transitively propagate ordering relations between instructions (possibly across threads). As an output, MMFilter can produce the list of propagated constraints for each allowed execution and their relation graphs (formatted as DOT files). Moreover, if the user provides a list of expected executions for the input program, the solver can identify the subset of expected executions that are not allowed by the model, and, conversely, the allowed executions that were not expected.
For example, if we execute MMFilter on the program_p0 of Figure 1 for the TSO memory model and ask for the relation graphs, the solver produces the four graphs presented by Figure 2 . These graphs allow the user to visualize the allowed executions according to a memory model, displaying the basic ordering relations between instructions that we explain below.
Background and Definitions

Constraint Handling Rules
A program written using CHR [15] consists of a set of rewriting rules that manipulate a store of constraints. Each rule application leads to removing some existing constraints and/or adding some new ones. The underlying constraints are terms that do not involve any computation. Figure 3 presents the different types of rules used in CHR. A typical rule contains a head (with a list of CHR constraints), a guard (with a list of Prolog terms) and a body (with a list of CHR constraints and Prolog terms). A rule can have an identifier that is then given before the "@" symbol. The first type (line 5) is simplification: if some subset of constraints of the store match with the given list of constraints Head, and if the list of Prolog predicates Guard is satisfied, then the matching constraints are removed from the store and the constraints defined in Body are added into the store. The rule of propagation (line 6) acts similarly except that matching constraints are kept in the store. Finally, a simpagation rule (line 7) combines both: constraints matching the sublist Head_k of the head are kept, while the ones matching Head_r are removed. In all rules, if the body contains Prolog terms, they are evaluated and if the evaluation fails, the whole 1 % Head : H1 , ... , Hn : CHR constraints 2 % Guard : P1 , ... , Pm : Prolog terms 3 % Body : B1 , ... , Bk : CHR constraints and / or Prolog terms 4 5 simplification @ Head <= > Guard | Body . 6 propagation @ Head == > Guard | Body . 7 simpagation @ Head_k \ Head_r <= > Guard | Body . query is considered as failed. On the contrary, the evaluation of the Guard is used to decide whether the rule can be applied (thus, the rule is simply not applied if the guard fails). In a CHR program, once a rule is applied, the result is committed, that is, there is no backtracking mechanism. Moreover, in the original semantics the order of application of rules is not defined. That can make the design of a correct CHR program rather hard. That is why most CHR implementations, including SWI-Prolog used in the present work, use a refined semantics of CHR [13] that specifies the order of application of the rules as the order in which they appear in the program.
Considered Language
In the considered language, a program is modeled by
• the list of named locations it can access, represented as a list of constant Prolog terms (that can be seen as named addresses of locations in C), and
• the list of threads, each thread being represented by the list of instructions it executes.
An instruction can be either a memory operation or a barrier. A load (resp. a store) instruction is a tuple (ld, loc, v) (resp. (st, loc, v)), where loc is the read (resp. written) location and v the read (resp. written) value. Both loc and v can be provided as Prolog variables. In such a case, the solver has to unify variables to determine their values (or equality with other variables). We also provide the instruction (rmw, loc, v1, v2), for read-modify-write which atomically reads value v1 at location loc and writes value v2 into it.
In this language, the programs p 0 and p 1 in Figure 1 are implemented by predicates program_0 and program_p1 illustrated in the same figure. The specified parameters are the list of considered variables ([x,y]) and the program instructions given as a list of threads (Thread0 and Thread1, defined respectively on lines 5-6 and 9-10).
It is possible to specify a name for the register that stores the read or written value, or containing the accessed location, using the syntax register:Value, where register is a Prolog constant and Value can be either a constant or For example, a program can read a location l from another location and then use l to read the value at this location in the memory, as illustrated by Figure 4 . An allowed execution of this program proceeds as follows. First, the thread T0 writes 42 to location x and then writes location x to location y. Next, the thread T1 reads location y and puts the read value (x) in register r11. Finally, it reads a value from the indicated location (x) and saves the read value (42) in register r12. In another behavior, the second thread could start its execution before the first one writes location x into y. This behavior would be allowed but we should then indicate that it produces a bad memory access. This is done by detecting load and store instructions at invalid memory locations. When such an operation appears, we add a constraint in the store saying that the corresponding read or write is a runtime error.
A fence instruction has two parameters defining the types of memory operations ordered by the fence. We write f(t_op1, t_op2), where t_op1 and t_op2 can be ld, st or any. It expresses that every operation t_op1 preceding the fence will be ordered before every operation t_op2 that follows the fence. The any keyword stands for both ld and st operation types.
Basic Relations
We will use the term candidate execution to designate an execution for which we have not yet verified its validity according to a given memory model, and allowed execution for an execution that can happen according to a memory model.
Following [6] , we use several relations to formalize memory models. The set of basic relations characterizing an execution includes four notions:
• PO : program order,
• CO : coherency order,
• RF : reads-from,
• FR : from-read.
We illustrate those relations with an example of execution of the program p 0 in Figure 1 presented in Figure 5 . We add two store instructions in the very beginning of the execution to initialize the values at locations x and y 8 i 01 : (ld, y, V 0 ← Ω) Figure 1 by an undefined value, denoted by Ω. We consider a scenario where the load instruction i 01 reads the value Ω from location y, and i 11 reads 1 from x.
Two memory operations i 1 and i 2 are in relation PO(i 1 , i 2 ) if they belong to the same thread, and if i 1 is syntactically ordered before i 2 in it. For example, in Figure 5 , we have PO(i 00 , i 01 ) and PO(i 10 , i 11 ). It is worth noting that fences are not related by PO as they give guarantees about the order of execution of instructions (and lead to additional fence contraints described below). If a fence separates two memory operations i 1 and i 2 , we still have a PO relation between them and not with the fence instruction. The PO relation is the one that is most commonly relaxed by memory models. In MMFilter, the PO relation is first defined only on successive instructions, and later entirely computed by the transitive closure IPO defined in Section 5.
The CO relation orders store instructions to each memory location. Intuitively, for a given memory location, it corresponds to a global history of writes to that location as we would see it if we could observe every store instruction at the global memory level. In our example, store instructions to x are ordered by CO as follows: (st, x, Ω) happens before i 00 : (st, x, 1). In this program, it is the only possible order since initialization is always performed before any other write to a location. Again, we only define CO for successive store instructions, the transitive closure being computed later during the propagation phase if needed.
The RF(i W , i R ) relation determines which store instruction i W wrote the value read by a load instruction i R at a given location. It assigns a unique store instruction to every load instruction. In our example, RF orders for instance i 00 : (st, x, 1) and i 10 : (ld, x, V 1 ← 1). The notation V 1 ← 1 indicates here that the read value is 1. The FR(i R , i W ) relation is derived from CO and RF. It associates to every load instruction i R all store instructions i W that will successively write at the read location after the read operation i R .
For example, if we consider the link RF( (st, y, Ω), (ld, y, V 0 ← Ω) ), since CO indicates that (st, y, 1) is executed after (st, y, Ω), and (ld, y, V 0 ← Ω) reads from this second write, we know that (st, y, 1) is executed after (ld, y, V 0 ← Ω). So we have FR((ld, y, V 0 ← Ω), (st, y, 1)).
Since relation PO is defined by the program and FR is derived from CO and RF, a candidate execution can be defined by a combination of CO and RF. In other words, it is determined by a combination of permutations of store instructions to each memory location and a choice of store instruction for each load instruction. Therefore, Figure 5 is an example of a candidate execution. Another one is given page 20 by Figure 15 .
Generic Model
In this section, we present the weakest memory model we consider, referred to as generic model. This model accepts every candidate execution as an allowed execution. The generic model allows us to produce all candidate executions by only guaranteeing that:
• for every memory location, its value is initially undefined,
• two writes at the same location cannot happen at the same time, and are ordered,
• if a store instruction is associated to a load instruction by RF, the read value is equal to the written value.
After the generation of candidate executions, forbidden executions will be filtered out by specific memory models (as described in Section 6).
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The generation is illustrated by Figure 6 and contains the following main steps:
• adding unique identifiers to instructions (line 2),
• extracting PO (line 3),
• searching address and data dependencies (line 5-6),
• extracting load and store instructions for each memory location (lines 8-9),
• generating CO by creating a permutation of store instructions to each memory location and combining them (lines 10-11),
• generating RF by associating a store instruction to each load instruction (line 12).
During this generation, the FR relation, and the transitive closures of PO and CO are deduced using CHR rules that are activated on the fly as constraints are added into the store. The rules that are specific to each model are also activated this way. It allows MMFilter to early identify subsets of executions as forbidden by the memory model, avoiding to generate them entirely.
Extraction of PO and Dependencies
First, we add some information to instructions: a thread identifier N_th and an instruction identifier N_inst inside the thread. Instructions are immediately added to the store of constraints as we process a list of instructions.
Memory operations (OP,Loc,Val) are modeled by CHR constraints of the form i(N_th, N_inst, OP, Loc, Val). Fence instructions f(t_op1, t_op2) are modeled by CHR constraints fence(N_th, N_inst, t_op1, t_op2). For example, instructions of the program program_p0 in Figure 1 are translated into the following CHR constraints: i(0,0,st,x,1), i(0,1,ld,y,R0), i(1,0,st,y,1) and i(1,1,ld,x,R1).
We also replace read-modify-write operations by a read i read followed by a write i write , however in order to guarantee atomicity, we also add a CHR constraint rmw(i read , i write ) that is exploited by a CHR rule (presented in Section 5.3) that rejects executions violating atomicity of the instruction.
The Prolog predicate enrich_prog(0,THREADS,EnrichedThreads) in Figure 6 produces the translation from original instructions to "identified" ones in a very straightforward way: it visits the different lists of instructions of the program. Then the resulting program is scanned to build the PO constraints between successive (identified) instructions.
Inside a thread, besides the PO-relation, we also need to extract two dependencies: data and address dependencies (produced by the Prolog predicate compute_rel_all_threads, respectively parameterized with data and addr). A dependency exists from an instruction i 1 to an instruction i 2 if i 1 reads a value v that is then used by i 2 . If i 2 is a store instruction writing a value that depends on v, we have a data-dependency data(i 1 , i 2 ). If i 2 is a memory operation with an access to an address that depends on v, we have an address-dependency addr(i 1 , i 2 ).
The program in Figure 4 contains an address-dependency, so we produce a constraint addr( (1,0,ld,y,r11:V1) , (1,1,ld,r11:V1,r12:V2) ). If T1 had a third instruction (st, z, r12:V2) writing the read value at some location z, we would have a data-dependency data( (1,1,ld,r11:V1,r12:V2) , (1,2,st,z,r12:V2) ).
Generation of CO and RF
The production of a candidate execution can be split into two phases (cf. lines 10-12 in Figure 6 ): first, build a permutation of the store instructions (to produce CO); second, for each of these permutations, associate to each load instruction a possible store instruction having written the read memory location (to produce RF).
CO is a relation that orders the store instructions for each memory location. In order to produce a candidate permutation for this relation, we first find all store instructions to each location. A candidate execution is obtained by taking a permutation of store instructions to each location. For each of these permutations, we also add, at the beginning of the list, a store instruction i(-1,-1,st,LOC,undefined) that defines the value at the given location LOC to be undefined before any other store instruction. The corresponding CO constraints are extracted similarly to the extraction of PO.
Extracting RF constraints requires to have both load and store instructions to each memory location. A combination of pairs load/store instructions is added to a generated set of CO constraints. For any correct access, we generate a constraint rf(i(T1,N1,st,Loc,Val), i(T2,N2,ld,Loc,Val)). Note that, as we can add a register indication in Loc and Val, the generated constraint can be slightly different, but this notation gives the general idea.
If a load instruction is performed from an undefined memory location a constraint rf(undefined, Load) is generated, and reads the value undefined. Later, a CHR rule will also produce a corresponding rte (runtime-error) constraint which means that the execution comprises an undefined memory access.
Derivation of IPO, FR and RMW Atomicity
We derive FR (the from-read relation) and IPO (the transitive closure of PO) from previously described constraints.
The FR relation associates to each load instruction, the consecutive store instructions that will, according to CO, overwrite the location the load instruction reads. We implement it using two CHR rules mentioned on the right side of Figure 7 .
The first expresses that if a load instruction LD reads a value written by a store instruction ST and, according to CO, the store instruction ST1 overwrites the read value, then we have a FR constraint between LD and ST1. It corresponds, in the example of execution on the left side of the figure, to the detection of the FR constraint numbered 1. The second rule produces successive FR constraints starting from a previously computed FR constraint. If ST is a instruction store that overwrites the value read by LD and, according to CO, ST2 overwrites the value written by ST, then we also have an FR constraint between LD and ST2. It corresponds, in the execution on the left side of the figure, to the detection of the FR constraint numbered 2.
We define IPO as the transitive closure of PO, which is needed to define some memory models. We know that this relation is acyclic by definition. We produce IPO thanks to the rules illustrated in Figure 8 . For each existing PO constraint between two instructions, we create a new constraint IPO (line 3). We then apply the transitivity using the rule in line 4. We delete duplicates as soon as possible using the rule defined in line 2.
Finally, once we know RF, CO and FR, we can add the CHR rules that guarantee the atomicity of RMW, composed of a load instruction followed by a store instruction at the same memory location. We must ensure that another store instruction cannot overwrite the value read by the load instruction of the read-modify-write operation before its store instruction is performed. We express this condition by the rule in line 1 of Figure 9 . Behaviors forbidden by this rule are illustrated in Figure 10 . 
Derivation of Barrier Constraints
Barriers force an ordering of instructions inside a thread. The developer (or eventually the compiler) puts such barriers into the code to ensure that some operations will be effectively ordered in a certain way during execution. Depending on the hardware architecture, barriers can be more or less precise, for example by taking into account the type of operations to determine whether they can be reordered through barriers. This is why in our language, barriers require two parameters that are types of access to the memory: f(t1,t2). All operations of type t1 that precede the barrier will be ordered strictly before all operations of type t2 that follow the barrier.
We encode this behavior by deriving more information from constraints already added to the store of constraints, namely enriched instructions, as illustrated by Figure 11 .
The predicate wait_for (resp., delay) expresses that a barrier must wait for an execution (resp., delay a too early execution) of an instruction of a certain type if this instruction must be ordered before (resp., after) a barrier in a given thread.
The CHR rule, lines 7 to 10, determines for a given pair of memory operations and a given barrier, if the considered memory operations are ordered by the barrier. We must check that the first instruction must be executed before the barrier, that delays the execution of the second instruction. In this case, we add wait_for ( fence (T ,N , OF0 , OF1 ) , i (T , N0 , O0 , L0 , V0 )) , 9
delay ( fence (T ,N , OF0 , OF1 ) , i (T , N1 , O1 , L1 , V1 )) 10
| barrier ( i (T , N0 , O0 , L0 , V0 ) , i (T , N1 , O1 , L1 , V1 )). a new CHR constraint barrier/2 for these instructions into the store.
Specific Models
The generic model allows to produce all candidate executions of a program by considering a very weak memory model. An execution is defined by a combination of CO and RF. Other relations, like the program order PO or address and data dependencies are not necessary to characterize a candidate execution.
To describe a specific memory model, the principle is to define the relations that must be respected in order to accept a candidate execution as an allowed execution. A model M respects (i.e. preserves) a relation R if any pair of instructions ordered by R is guaranteed to happen in the corresponding order in the executions allowed by M .
In order to define the relation respected by a specific model, we define a new CHR constraint R, that will be named after the considered memory model (sc(I0,I1) for SC, tso(I0,I1) for TSO, ...). This constraint is defined as a union of relations that the model guarantees to respect. For each candidate execution, we build the transitive closure of this new constraint. If it exhibits a cycle, meaning that an operation happens before itself (which is inconsistent), the execution is forbidden. Otherwise, it is allowed.
Cycle Detection
For a given memory model, let R denote the relation that the model has to respect for memory operations in an execution. R is defined as the union of subsets of basic relations of the generic model. For example, SC will completely respect PO, CO, RF and FR. On the other hand, a model like TSO will respect only a subset of PO. Once we know R, we get a way to determine which instructions must (transitively) happen before another one. To detect an inconsistent execution, we explore the lists of constraints between instructions. If these lists exhibit a cycle, it means that according to the model, an instruction must happen before itself, which is inconsistent. This cycle detection is produced using CHR constraints parameterized by the relation R. Contrary to the computation of IPO previously mentioned, the closure can now exhibit cycles, which have to be correctly detected to ensure termination. Detection rules are illustrated by Figure 12 .
We use three CHR constraints declared at line 1 of the figure. The constraint rel(R,Begin,End) indicates that instructions Begin and End are ordered by R. This representation of R(Begin,End) allows to make the cycle detection generic. The transitive closure of R is progressively computed using a constraint path(R,Begin,End), which means that there exists a path between Begin and End (End = Begin) composed of edges in R. Finally the constraint cycle(R,Begin) indicates that starting from the instruction Begin, we found a non trivial path of constraints R returning to this instruction.
Then, we define the rules that will propagate the constraints ensured by the model. We also add some rules of simplification and simpagation that will limit the quantity of generated traces, deleting duplicates and stopping propagation on traces that have already exhibited a cycle.
The first rules (lines 3 and 4) allow to avoid the explosion of the number of traces. The first rule of simpagation removes duplicates of the relation R. Using the same pattern, the rule in line 4 removes paths that have the same beginning and end. Indeed, if there exists two paths, even different, from an instruction i 1 to an instruction i 2 , it is not useful to keep this distinction for the cycle detection. If there exists a cycle using one path, it trivially follows that there exists another cycle using the other path. This is why we do not need to keep the entire path inside the CHR constraint path.
The propagation rule at line 5 allows, when we detect a path and an R constraint that closes this path, to create a new constraint indicating a cycle. Inside the definition of a model, we add a CHR rule that introduces false into the store of constraints if a cycle is detected, which allows to stop the propagation. Indeed, we usually only want to keep allowed executions. Without this rule, the tool will output all candidate executions, where forbidden ones reach a store of constraints that contains a cycle.
The next rules are used to propagate path relation between instructions. The rule on line 8-9 allows to add a new path every time we find a constraint that makes an existing path grow. In order to optimize the search of paths and to avoid detecting the same cycle several times, we suppose an arbitrary total order relation over instructions, and denote the fact that instruction i1 is strictly inferior to i2 with respect to this relation by the Prolog predicate inf(i1,i2).
For example, such a total order relation can be defined as a lexicographic order on the pairs (thread identifier, instruction identifier). This optimization consists in adding a new edge in the end of the path only if, according to inf, the new end node is strictly greater than the beginning of the path. Note that we compute cycles from all instructions at the same time. By using this optimization, we only consider paths whose origin is strictly inferior to next instructions. Indeed, we only need to consider cycles that do not pass multiple times by the same element.
Consequently, we only need to start from the minimal instruction (according to inf) since in such a cycle, there exists an instruction that is strictly inferior to any other. The creation of the beginning of a path (rule on line 7) is allowed under the same condition. We start a new path only if its origin is inferior to the following instruction. The soundness of this optimization will be discussed in Section 7.
Consider the graph in the form of a "6" in Figure 13 , where we simply use numbers to label nodes and define the relation r. We assume that inf(Begin, End) is defined by an integer comparison Begin < End. Let us apply the rules of Figure 12 on a set of constraints that define the graph:
?-rel(r,5,2), rel(r,2,4), rel(r,4,3), rel(r,1,2), rel(r,3,5).
First, the constraint rel(r,5,2) is added to the store. No rules can be activated by this constraint (since the guard 5 < 2 of the rule on line 7 of Figure 12 that creates a path is not valid):
STORE={ rel(r,5,2) } Adding the constraint rel(r,2,4) activates the propagation rule (line 7 in Figure 12 ) that starts a new path and produces a path constraint path(r,2,4). We cannot continue this path at the moment, so we do not perform other actions:
STORE={ rel(r,5,2), rel(r,2,4),path(r,2,4) } Adding rel(r,4,3) does not create a new path departure since 4 ≥ 3, but it can make grow the path path(r,2,4) since 2 < 3. Thus the rule on line 5 in Figure 12 adds a new constraint path(r,2,3).
STORE={ rel(r,5,2), rel(r,2,4),path(r,2,4), rel(r,4,3),path(r,2,3) } Then, the solver adds the constraint rel(r,1,2). It adds a new path path(r,1,2) that can be extended with rel(r,2,4), adding the constraint path(r,1,4), that can in turn be extended with rel(r,4,3), creating path(r,1,3). Note that the guards are satisfied since 1 < 2, 1 < 4 and 1 < 3 (cf. lines 7-9 in Figure 12 ). The constraint rel(r,3,5) has already been used to activate the rule of path creation. It can now be used to extend existing paths. In the store, we have two paths that can be extended with this constraint: path(r,2,3) and path(r,1,3). The refined semantics does not give priority to one of them.
If path(r,2,3) is chosen, we create path(r,2,5), which is then used with rel(r,5,2) to activate the cycle detection, and the algorithm terminates.
If path(r,1,3) is chosen, first we create path(r,1,5), which is now used with rel(r,5,2) to create a constraint path(r,1,2). The store becomes: STORE={ rel(r,5,2), rel(r,2,4),path(r,2,4), rel(r,4,3),path(r,2,3), rel(r,1,2),path(r,1,2),path(r,1,4),path(r,1,3), rel(r,3,5),path(r,3,5), path(r,1,5),path(r,1,2) } As path(r,1,2) already exists, the rule of duplicate removal is activated. In most CHR implementations (including SWI-Prolog, that we use), the oldest added constraint will be kept, removing the newest (we will detail this in Section 7). As a result, the new constraint path(r,1,2) is immediately removed from the store, and for the choice path(r,1,3) , the propagation stops, giving the possibility to the solver to explore the path(r,2,3) constraint as previously detailed (and terminating with the detection of the cycle). 
SC Memory Model
The sequentially consistent memory model is the strongest model. This is also the easiest to implement with our constraints as we only have to say that this model respects PO, CO, RF and FR relations. This model is illustrated in Figure 14 . The includes in lines 1 and 2 respectively add the definition of the generic model and the rules for cycle detection.
For each constraint PO, CO, RF or FR we meet, we add a new constraint rel/2 corresponding to the SC relation (lines [13] [14] [15] [16] . Cycle detection rules will use these constraints to search for cycles in the transitive closure of the relations guaranteed to be respected by SC. As we previously mentioned, we add a simplification rule (line 11) that introduces false in the store of constraints whenever a cycle is detected. It is used to early prune the search tree.
We can notice that, as the SC memory model respects PO, barriers and data or address dependencies do not bring new information about the order of execution of instructions. That is why we remove them using simplification rules (lines 5,7,8), allowing to limit the quantity of redundant constraints in the store 2 .
For example, this model detects that the undesirable behavior of the program p 0 of Figure 1 that allows both threads to read Ω is forbidden by SC, as illustrated by Figure 15 . The execution exhibits a cycle i 00 , i 01 , i 10 , i 11 , i 00 , since PO and FR must be respected by SC. 
SC per Location
Let us now focus on weaker models, like those of widespread processor architectures. A first relation, that exists in most architectures [2] , ensures a basic coherency of code execution on a single ship.
It consists in ensuring, for each core, the coherency of memory accesses to each memory location [10] (the correct serialization of store instructions to a memory location). If a core stores v at a location l and then reads v at l, then corresponding stores w and w must be realized in this order: w cannot happen before w. Following the formalization of [6] , we name this relation sc_per_loc/2. The verification of its coherency also consists in verifying the absence of cycles in the relation.
We provide the definition of the corresponding coherency rules in Figure 16 . The relation sc_per_loc is defined as the union of CO, RF, FR and po_loc/2 (lines [13] [14] [15] [16] . The po_loc relation (lines 10-11) corresponds to the order PO, but restricted to the operations happening to a same memory location. We build it using IPO (the transitive closure of PO). The mono-processor coherency requires that sc_per_loc should be acyclic.
As we did for the definition of SC, we define an execution with a cycle as a rejected execution (line 8).
For example, we can consider a sequential program that first writes the value 1 at a memory location x and then reads it. The SC per location relation ensures that we cannot read the initial value, as illustrated by Figure 17 .
We will use this relation as a necessary starting point for every memory model defined in the next sections. co ∪ rf ∪ fr ∪ po_loc 7 8 cycle ( sc_per_loc , L ) <= > false . 9 10 ipo ( i ( N0 , Id0 , O0 ,L , V0 ) , i ( N1 , Id1 , O1 ,L , V1 )) == > 11 po_loc ( i ( N0 , Id0 , O0 ,L , V0 ) , i ( N1 , Id1 , O1 ,L , V1 )). 12 13 co ( I0 , I1 ) == > rel ( sc_per_loc , I0 , I1 ). 14 rf ( I0 , I1 ) == > rel ( sc_per_loc , I0 , I1 ). 15 fr ( I0 , I1 ) == > rel ( sc_per_loc , I0 , I1 ). 16 po_loc ( I0 , I1 ) == > rel ( sc_per_loc , I0 , I1 ). 
TSO and PSO Memory Models
TSO and PSO memory models relax the program order PO for pairs of instructions that start with a store operation. PSO is weaker than TSO since TSO relaxes store-load pairs whereas PSO relaxes all pairs starting with a store instruction. The relation is transitively relaxed, so we build these models using IPO, as illustrated for TSO in Figure 18 (line 15-16) . The idea is that any created pair preserved program-order (ppo/2) starting with a store instruction and ending with a load instruction must be immediately removed since this order is not respected by the model.
To obtain PSO, in order to remove any pair starting with a store instruction, we need to replace the line 15 with ppo(i(_,_,st,_,_),_) <=> true.
Following [6] , we add the reads-from external (rfe/2) relation. Indeed, store instructions performed by a core use an internal store-buffer. If the core asks for a value at a location where it has stored a value recently, this buffer is also a cache. Consequently, such a load instruction cannot be seen by other cores, and we must not take it into account in the global order of operations [2] . This relation is created using a Prolog predicate and a guarded CHR rule (lines 9-10). Two operations are related by an external RF relation if they are related by RF and they are not performed by the same thread (line 9 in Figure 18 ). There exists an rfe (reads-from external) constraint between two instructions, if there exists an rf constraint between them and if these instructions satisfy the predicate ext that checks that they have different thread identifiers.
TSO and PSO respect the SC per location relation, so we include this part of the model in line 1. In these models, barriers are strong so we treat all of them the same way: we restore PO each time two instructions are ordered by a barrier (line 18).
Under TSO, the execution of the program p 0 forbidden by SC (cf. Figure 15 ) is allowed since the po constraints that close the cycle are not kept by TSO, as illustrated by Figure 19 . The program p 1 forbids the execution by adding fences, and we get back the cycle (i 00 , i 01 , i 10 , i 11 , i 00 ) that forbids the execution (Figure 20) .
Termination of the Analysis
This section gives the main principles that ensure the termination of the different parts of the analysis of a program:
• generation of candidate executions,
• deduction of derived relations,
• cycle detection for the relations defined by the model. Each of these steps must terminate to ensure global termination.
1 : -include ( uniproc ). 2 : -chr_constraint rfe /2. 3 : -chr_constraint ppo /2. 4 5 % TSO implementation does not need addr and data deps : 6 addr (_ , _ ) <= > true . 7 data (_ , _ ) <= > true . 8 9 ext ( i ( N0 ,_ ,_ ,_ , _ ) , i ( N1 ,_ ,_ ,_ , _ )) : -\+ N0 = N1 . 10 rf ( I0 , I1 ) == > ext ( I0 , I1 ) | rfe ( I0 , I1 ). 11 12 cycle ( tso , L ) <= > false . 13 14 % po -WR pairs are not preserved by TSO , so we remove them 15 ppo ( i (_ ,_ , st ,_ , _ ) , i (_ ,_ , ld ,_ , _ )) <= > true . 16 ipo ( I0 , I1 ) == > ppo ( I0 , I1 ). 17 18 barrier ( I0 , I1 ) == > rel ( tso , I0 , I1 ). 19 ppo ( I0 , I1 ) == > rel ( tso , I0 , I1 ). 20 rfe ( I0 , I1 ) == > rel ( tso , I0 , I1 ). 21 co ( I0 , I1 ) == > rel ( tso , I0 , I1 ). 22 fr ( I0 , I1 ) == > rel ( tso , I0 , I1 ). Figure 15 ) is forbidden by TSO 7.1. Generation of Candidate Executions Figure 6 shows the predicate that produces the generation of candidate executions. The predicate enrich_prog (line 2) consists in a simple visit of the instructions in order to modify them. We have a finite number of threads and a finite number of instructions per thread, so the execution terminates. The termination of compute_pos (line 3) and compute_rel_all_threads (lines 5-6) is justified in the same way. For the last one however, we must consider all instructions that follow every given instruction.
The termination of ops_to_each (lines 8-9) is partially ensured by the aforementioned ideas, but here, we also possibly have backtracking if the accessed memory location is a Prolog variable. For each memory access, these backtrackings are limited by the number of memory locations (comprising the variables of VARS and undefined), so we only generate a finite number of branches.
The generated STORES and LOADS are lists of finite lists of instructions. It follows that permute_stores (line 10) and compute_all_rfs (lines 12) will generate a limited amount of permutations when they backtrack. The predicate compute_all_cos (line 11) visits the generated finite list PSTORES, allowing termination.
Derivation of Relations
The construction of relations derived from the basic relations of a given candidate execution can belong to one of two categories:
• renaming of an existing relation,
• relation composition from acyclic relations.
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The first category is employed for the definition of new memory models. These are the rules that we can for example see on lines [13] [14] [15] [16] in Figure 14 , where we rename po(I0, I1) as rel(sc,I0,I1), and similarly for CO, RF and FR. These rules trivially terminate since any CHR constraint can activate such a renaming rule only once. It is, of course, assumed that the model generates only a finite number of basic relations.
The second category is used to derive, from the original relations of a given candidate execution, new relations that are acyclic. This is for example the case for IPO, the transitive closure of PO (Figure 8 ) that is guaranteed to be acyclic. This is also the case for the FR relation shown in Figure 7 , where the rule on line 1 can be applied for a finite number of combinations of the initial CO and RF constraints, while the rule on line 2 is applied a finite number of times since CO constraints do not comprise cycles and thus the number of successive store instructions after each given store instruction is also finite. Therefore, the computation terminates.
Cycle Detection
The CHR rules we use to detect cycles (cf. Figure 12) is a variant of the ones defined by Frühwirth in [14] for the computation of the transitive closure of a relation in a graph, that we optimized for our problem. In our case, we aim at finding cycles and not computing the entire transitive closure if we can avoid it. We stop when we find a cycle and, since we add constraints as we generate relations for the execution we are treating, we can detect a cycle before having generated the entire set of constraints that corresponds to an execution. Note however that if the execution does not exhibit cycles, the entire closure is computed. We also limit the search space using an arbitrary order inf defined in Section 6.
The termination of the rules proposed by Frühwirth relies on two main assumptions about the underlying CHR implementation. First, it must respect the refined semantics [13] that orders the activation of the rules (using their definition order). Second, the simpagation rules must always try to remove the constraints that have been added the most recently into the store. It avoids for a new constraint c duplicating c to propagate all information that has already been propagated for c. These two assumptions are respected by most CHR implementations including SWI-Prolog.
The rules proposed by Frühwirth are the following:
1 ppo ( i (_ ,_ , st ,_ , _ ) , i (_ ,_ , ld ,_ , _ )) <= > true . 2 ipo ( I0 , I1 ) == > ppo ( I0 , I1 ).
Selective removal
1 ipo ( i (N ,T , ld ,L , V ) , I1 ) == > 2 ppo ( i (N ,T , ld ,L , V ) , I1 ). 3 ipo ( i ( N0 , T0 , st , L0 , V0 ) , i ( N1 , T1 , st , L1 , V1 )) == > 4
ppo ( i ( N0 , T0 , ld , L0 , V0 ) , i ( N1 , T1 , st , L1 , V1 )). Figure 21 : Two ways to define the subset of a relation constraint path(n1,n2) and keep the older one, which cannot be used again to extend the path along the cycle. Our optimization consists in:
Selective addition
• adding guards to the rules that add new constraints path,
• adding a rule to detect cycles.
The guards obviously do not disrupt termination, they only limit the quantity of paths created at the beginning of the search and the possibilities of path extension. If the extension of a path that contains a cycle, is allowed by the guard, guards never prevent the removal of the generated duplicate constraint since the rule of duplicate removal is applied before extending it again.
The cycle detection rule does not prevent the algorithm from terminating neither. It only adds a new constraint when a new cycle is found.
Evaluation
In this section, we further discuss the soundness of MMFilter and provide an experimental evaluation of its soundness and performances.
Correct Constraint Removal
If a relation is only partially preserved by a model, some of the corresponding constraints must not be considered by the cycle detection. For example, for the TSO and PSO memory models, we defined a new relation "preserved programorder" which is a subset of "program-order". Such a subset can be built in two different ways: either we only add constraints that must be considered, or we add all of them and remove on-the-fly those we do not want to consider. We illustrate these different ways with the definition of ppo for TSO in Figure 21 .
The first one adds all constraints, removing those of the form ppo(st,ld), while the second one only adds the constraints ppo(st,st) and ppo(ld,any).
It is important to ensure that a constraint that must be removed is never used by a derivation rule of the model (or the cycle detection) before it is removed. As we use the refined semantics of CHR, rules are applied in their order of definition. More particularly, when a constraint is added, we have the guarantee that the rules that can be activated will be applied in the order of the CHR program. Consequently, a removal rule for a constraint T must be ordered before any rule that can be activated by T . It ensures that the removal rule will be first activated, and if the constraint must be removed, it will be done before it could activate any other rule. In the models we defined, it is the case.
Testing and Performances
Our goal was to evaluate the following research questions:
(RQ1) Do Herd and MMFilter produce the same results ?
(RQ2) What are the performances of MMFilter compared to Herd ?
For the experimental evaluation of MMFilter, we used program samples from the test suite of Herd in order to have an oracle. These examples can be found on the Herd tool webpage at http://virginia.cs.ucl.ac.uk/herd/ (record "armed cats").
Regarding (RQ1), on all tested examples, MMFilter produced the same results as Herd, providing a cross validation of both tools. Our models being based on those of Herd, our goal is not to verify them but to verify the validity of the underlying generic solver.
Regarding (RQ2), the execution of MMFilter on these small examples is very fast and does not allow to precisely evaluate its performances. We created some additional examples that contain more instructions in order to bring the solvers to more complex solving tasks. We compare MMFilter running over SWI-Prolog 7.7.4 with Herd 7.47. The hardware used for experiments comprises an Intel Core i7-6700HQ, 4 physical cores, 2.6GHz, with 16GB of RAM. Figure 22 presents two examples of some (potentially wrong) message passing, with 3 and 4 threads (and accordingly, 3 and 4 messages). Each thread These examples are interesting for performance evaluation since the combinatorial complexity is high: they successively store at several locations (thus, there are a lot of permutations of CO to generate) and read the same locations. In order to measure the impact of the number of threads, we have written variants of these examples with the same number of messages handled by less threads. For instance, for the mp3t3 example, the variant mp3t2 (cf. Figure 23 ) has only two threads, where T0 (resp., T1) sends (resp., receives) two messages instead of one. Similarly, we have built variants of mp4t4x1 with 3 and 2 threads.
We have also studied some variants of mp4t4x1 with 2, 3, or 4 instances of the variable x to measure the impact of the number of variables. Figure 23 illustrates the variant mp4t4x4 with 4 variables. Note that we have also studied equivalent variants for mp3t3 that we do not discuss here since they are executed very fast by both MMFilter and Herd and do not provide additional evidence for comparison.
Finally, we have tested the generation of executions for expected read values. For example, the program mp4t4x1_forced illustrated in Figure 23 expects that the message passing is sequenced so that T1 (resp., T2, T3, T0) receives the message sent by T0 (resp., T1, T2, T3). Therefore, we use the Prolog variables M0, M1, M2 and M3 to constrain the values read from m. For Herd, we use the option speedcheck that allows to generate only executions respecting a constraint on some variables in the program. In this case, it is applied for the values read for the variable m. Again, we do not present the results for the variants of mp3t3 that are executed too fast to be relevant. The goal is to determine all allowed executions for a given program. For each example, we analyze the program with different memory models. We indicate the number of executions allowed by the model. The number indicated for the generic model corresponds to the number of candidate executions. We set a timeout to two hours of computation. Figure 24 illustrates the results of tests for Herd and MMFilter for the message passing on the variants having a different number of threads. We note that when the combinatorial complexity is particularly strong, MMFilter is faster, particularly when the execution is heavily constrained. The stronger the model is, the faster MMFilter runs, while Herd reacts in the opposite way. This is mainly due to the fact that Herd generates all candidate executions and entirely propagates the relations between the instructions, while MMFilter prunes entire execution subtrees as soon as it finds a cycle, even in an incompletely generated candidate execution. Consequently, a stronger model increases the chances to have a more aggressive pruning for MMFilter, while it requires more #Variables Similarly, for programs with less threads, there are more operations in each thread, that leads to more PO constraints (and consequently, preserved-PO) on the load and store operations. Again, it increases the chances for early pruning in MMFilter while requiring more computation for Herd. Figure 25 illustrates the results of tests for the variants of the MP4 message passing program with different numbers of variables. Here, we can see that, compared to MMFilter, Herd behaves better as the number of variables grows. The main reason is the fact that the example with a greater number of variables has less dependencies between the read and written values: instead of having a long story about one variable, we have independent short stories about different variables. So for a bigger number of variables, we have less constraints and, consequently, a greater rate of allowed executions with respect to the total number of candidate executions (the rate is indicated in parentheses). For example, for MP4 with one variable, the number of allowed executions for PSO is about 0.23% of the number of candidate executions, whereas it is about 4.77% with 4 variables. That means that, with a constant number of operations, the pruning in MMFilter becomes less efficient with respect to Herd as the number of variables grows. We can also notice that the number of candidate executions heavily decreases. Figure 26 illustrates the results for the variants of the MP4 message passing program with a different number of constrained values read from m. Note that the choice of values being constrained can slightly affect the number of allowed executions. Here, we use one possible choice. Again, the more the executions are constrained, the faster MMFilter is compared to Herd.
To sum up, our experimental evaluation shows that MMFilter produces the same results as Herd for examples of its test suite. Regarding performances, as MMFilter is designed to immediately reject forbidden executions, it brings the benefit to early prune the search tree without completely generating each execution. This is particularly beneficial for strong memory models, for example TSO and SC, or when the executions are already constrained by other conditions (e.g. on read values or sequences of instruction in the same thread), while weaker models like PSO prevent aggressive early pruning. Herd is faster for weak models, where the early pruning cannot be really aggressive.
Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented MMFilter, an original CHR-based solver for detection of admissible executions of a given program with respect to a given memory model, and illustrated it for SC, TSO and PSO models. The ARM model is also available. It is suitable for a rigorous exhaustive analysis of program executions of small programs that becomes intractable for bigger ones due to the combinatorial explosion of the number of executions. We have presented several optimizations and evaluated the proposed tool on several benchmark programs. The results show that MMFilter can be relatively efficient, especially for strong memory models.
We think that seeing memory models as constraints over executions is well adapted. The design of such a solver is convenient and pragmatic. The generation of basic executions and cycle detection rely on careful optimizations in order to be more efficient and to ensure on-the-fly filtering of constraints. The proposed approach makes the definition of specific models from the generic one very practical and relatively straightforward. In particular, it does not become very hard even when the model becomes more complicated, like ARM for example. CHR provide an easy way to express constraints about execution of programs, they have also been used for detection of incorrect behaviors in imperative program analysis in [12] .
Moreover, the use of a well-established mechanism of constraint specification and solving, like Prolog and CHR, brings the benefit of years of optimization and debugging to handle the considered problem without having to re-develop constraint resolution. We do not claim that our implementation of this problem is most efficient. Dedicated tools like [6] could be faster since they are specialized for a precise problem and can implement a solving engine without being as generic as CHR. But such dedicated tools are harder to develop as they potentially require a new optimized code that has to be carefully developed and debugged.
Future work includes experiments with other memory models, particularly the different variations of the ARM memory model and the GPU memory models. It would also be interesting to further optimize the solver by making the cycle detection more efficient or by enabling the constraint solving earlier. For this purpose, using CHR rule priorities [17] could be a promising direction.
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